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North Little Rock Police Arrest Suspect In Shooting

North Little Rock, AR (October 14, 2021) – On October 14, 2021, at approximately 12:38 p.m., North Little Rock Police Officers responded to 22nd and Main after an individual called 911 advising he had been shot in the arm. Upon arrival, officers located a male victim suffering from a gunshot wound. The victim was transported to Children’s Hospital for treatment.

During the investigation of this incident, Patrol Officers quickly located several persons of interest, inside a residence, a few blocks from the scene of the shooting. These individuals were transported to the NLRPD Investigations Division for interviewing, which lead to Raymond Hudson (15 yr. old/NLR) being charged as an adult with Aggravated Robbery, Battery 1st degree, and Possession of firearm by minor. Hudson was transported to Pulaski County Regional Detention Facility and will be held with no bond until his court appearance on October 26, 2021, at 9:00 a.m.

During this incident the North Little Rock High School was placed on lockdown as a precaution due to the incident scene being in close proximity to the school. The lockdown was lifted after approximately an hour.

This investigation is still on going and more arrest could be made. We encourage anyone with information concerning this incident to contact Detective Gary Jones at 501-771-7151 or the NLRPD Tip Line at 501-680-8439. Anyone with information can remain anonymous.

Additional information will be released as it becomes available.
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